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The Question

I Ideally: How taxes affect the welfare for different individuals;
how is the “burden” of taxation distributed among individuals?

I Practically: Cannot do it individually: Which group
(sellers-buyers, rich-poor, labour, capital..) pays the taxes (in
terms of higher (lower) prices)?

I Partial equilibrium; considers how a tax in one market changes
supply and demand and the equilibrium price for this
commodity

I small product (no income effects)
I

no close substitutes or complements

I General equilibrium; study how taxation in one market, changes
prices in other markets and for other goods and, ultimately,
the return to labour (wages) and capital (rental rate)



Partial equilibrium analysis
Fundamental insights

I Not neccecerly the group that formally pays the taxes that
bears the burden of taxation (since pre-tax prices may change).

I It is the elasticity of supply and demand that determine which
side of the market (producers or consumers) that pays the tax



A simple model

I Two goods x and y .

I Per unit tax on good x , the tax inclusive price is q = p + t

I
y is untaxed and the price is normalized to 1.

I Consumers maximize u(x , y) s.t. y + (p + t)x = z

I From the first order conditions for maximal utility one can
derive demand functions D(q) with demand elasticity
"D = @D

@q
q
D = @logD

@logq

I Producers use c(s) units of good y to produce s units of
x ; c 0 > 0, c 00 > 0

I profits ⇡ = ps � c(s) f.o.c. p = c

0(s(p)) with elasticity
"S = @S
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p
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A simple model

I Market equilibrium =)D(p + t) = S(p) = Q

I
p(t) pre-tax price as a function of the tax rate. If we know @p

@t ,
we know the incidence of the tax.

I Total differentiation of market equilibrium:
D

0(dp + dt) = S

0
dp ) dp

dt = D0

S 0�D0 =
"D

"S�"D
I High demand elasticity ) consumers have lots of alternatives

and suppliers must reduce the price to sell) suppliers bear the
burden of taxation.



Illustrations
The government a 7.50 $ tax on consumers



Illustrations
The government a 7.50 $ tax on producers
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General equilibrium

I A partial equilibrium analysis is valid if
1. the taxed product does not have any close substitutes or

important complement goods (in that case those products
would be directly affected) and

2. the product makes up a small part of the total budget
(negligible income effects)

I If these assumptions does not hold we need to consider general
equilibrium effects

I across markets (how does a tax on cars affect the market for
bikes (and ultimately the suppliers of capital and labour)

I over time (how does a capital tax affect investment and future
production)



A simple general eq. framework (Harberger 1962)

I Closed economy with two sectors that use capital and labour
to produce, constant returns to scale, competitive markets and
capital and labour are fully mobile between sectors.

I
X1 = F1(K1, L1)

I
X2 = F2(K2, L2)

I crs =)Xi = Li fi (ki ), where k = K
L

I competitive markets: wi = pi
@Fi
@Li

& ri = pi
@Fi
@Ki

I homothetic prefernces: X1 = g(p1/p2)I & X2 = h(p1/p2)I

I
L1 + L2 = L , K1 + K2 = K

I ten equations to determine ten endogenous variables



A simple general eq. framework (Harberger 1962)

I Suppose no taxes initially and a tax dt is imposed on capital
income in sector 2. New equilibrium condition in capital
returns in sector 1: r2 = (1 � dt) p2

@F2
@K2

I All other equations are the same, but it is of course not the
same prices and quantities that satisfies the equilibirum
equations: less capital in sector 2 ! value of marginal product
in that sector decreases, wages will decline, labour will
reallocate, price of good 2 will increase, demand will shift.......

I Since K and L are given ! incidence on capital and labour is
given by dw

dt and dr
dt , would be more complicated it leisure and

future consumption were included

I Comparative statistic results; total differentiate the system of
equations. Tedious - derived in Kotlikoff & Summers.



A simple general eq. framework (Harberger 1962)
Main forces and results (if capital in sector 2 is taxed)

I Substitution effect
I suppose those who rent capital to sector 2 (car sector) demand

the same return as before ! relative price of capital to labour
has increased and producers want to reduce the use of capital
and use more labour. Supplyof capital is fixed, demand down
=) lower rental price for capital.

I Output effect
I Production costs in sector 2 (cars) increases =)Product prices

increases demand shifts towards sector 1 (bikes). How this
affects demand for capital and the price of capital depend on
how capital intensive the two sectors are.

I
if sector 2 is the most capital intensive (

K2
L2

> K1
L1
) overall

demand for capital goes down when output shifts towards

product 1 =)rental price falls further. It is possible (if

demand elasticities are high (1 and 2 are close substitutes)

that the overall negative effect on the rental price is higher

than the tax rate.

I
If sector 1 is the most capital intensive (

K1
L1

> K2
L2
), demand for

capital increases as demand shifts towards the sector that uses

more capital. In this case the output effect counters the

substitution effect and may - at the end of the day - lead to

an increase in the pre-tax rental price that is higher than the

tax rate.



General Equilibrium

I In a general equilibrium model theory does not make any sharp
prediction. “Anything can happen”

I Modern GE theory has extended to have models with more
intermediate sectors, final products and group of consumers -
solve models numerically.



Small open economy

I In a small open economy with capital mobility wealth owners
can invest in productive capital at home or abroad.

I Being small implies that the amount of capital that is moved
abroad does not affect the return to capital in the “world
market”

r

⇤ =
@FH
@KH

I If a tax (t) is levied on capital income earned at home

r

⇤ =
@FH
@KH

(1 � t)

I =)less capital is invested at home =)decline in the value of
the marginal product of labour =)lower wages at home

I Workers loose if a capital tax is introduced, capital owners are
not affected.



Is capital mobile?

I Empirical question. Two strategies
I Compare rates of return to capital in different “locations”
I Compare inland investments an inland savings [Feldstein and

Horioka 1980]
I Feldstein and Horioka use data on OECD countries from

1960-74 Closed economy: S = I ; open economy:
S � I = X �M:

I Motivates regression: I/GDP = a+ b (S/GDP)+ ... Find
b = 0.89(0.07) =) low level of capital mobility?

I more recent data indicate more mobility.



Behavioral economics - salience and tax incidence

I Incidence analysis based on standard economic behavioral
assumptions (rationality, egoism) =) a tax of 10 NOK per
unit sold has the same effect on demand and supply as a 10
NOK increase in the price.

I What if taxes are less visible, less salient than prices?
I demand/supply react differently to prices and taxes
I the fundamental equivalence result may not hold anymore: if

consumers are more confused than producers, it matters where
the tax is levied, on buyers or on sellers.



The Chetty et al paper

I Two goods x and y .
I Good x has a seller price p and is taxed with a proportional ad

valorem tax: q = (1 + ⌧)p

I Traditional theory (full rationality and optimization) implies
that demand for x is a function of (income) and q, not of the
composition of ⌧ and p that make up q, “behavioral” models
allow that the same magnitude (percentage change) in the
price and the tax has a different demand effect

I
x(p, ⌧) not (neccecerely) x(p(1 + ⌧)), with the behavioral
demand function we may have that the elasticities of demand
with respect to tax rate and price is different

I Example: Assume log linear demand:
log(x) = ↵+ �log(p) + ✓�log(1 + ⌧); allow ✓ 6= 1: if ✓ = 0.5
only 50% of consumers notice the tax.



The Chetty et al paper

I Incidence analysis (using the fact that demand equals supply)
we get:

dp

d(1 + ⌧)
=

"D,⌧

"S ,p � "D,p
= ✓

"D,p

"S ,p � "D,p

1. if some consumers are unaware (underestimate) the tax this
implies lower price cuts for producers

2. if producers are less ignorant it matters where the tax is levied



The Chetty et al paper
empirical test of salience

I Two empirical strategies
I make taxes salient measure the demand impact, compare with

the demand effect of an equivalent price changes
I use variation in tax rates and in prices and measure the

comparative impact on demand

I Make sales taxes visible (in the US they are not included on
the price tag); measure % drop in demand is
v = logx(p, ⌧)� logx (p(1 + ⌧))

I
v > 0 salience matters, ✓ = v/vp where the denominator is
the % drop in demand if the price increases with the same
percentage as the tax.



I Field experiment: Include tax rate on the price tax of products
in one store compare change in demand before and after, with
change in demand elsewhere

I Difference_in_Difference estimator





The Chetty et al paper
empirical test of salience



I They use a price elasticity of - 1,59 =) ✓ ⇡ 0.35, 65% of
consumers do not pay attention to the 7.2 % tax

I Problems with this experiment?
I Any tax salience issues in our tax system?



I Second test: use observational data on beer consumption.
I The idea is that an excise tax is included in the product pris, a

sales tax is not ) if the unlisted tax is not fully salient must
be the case that changes in that tax has a less impact on
demand than changes in the excise tax.

I
logbeer = const + �logte + ✓�log(1 + t

s)

I uses a state-panel data: uses variation in tax rates within
states to estimate the impact of tax changes.




